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Pulmonary actinomycosis masquerading as lung cancer
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Case report

A 70-year-old male, currently a smoker, who was considered 
for lung cancer in another hospital, was admitted to the De-
partment of Guangzhou Institute of Respiratory Diseases and 
Health, 1st Affiliated Hospital of Guangzhou Medical University, 
for 4 months due to recurrent cough and sputum, with an ag-
gravation of 1 week. In chest CT, an area of lung consolidation 
about 35x24 mm was found in the lower part of the right hi-
lus. In contrast-enhanced scan, there was significant enhance-
ment with a slightly less enhanced mass shadow inside, with 
right pleural effusion (Figure 1A). Additionally, several enlarged 
lymph nodes were also observed in the mediastinum and right 
lung hilus. During hospital stay, both lung lesions progressed 
on review chest CT after broad-spectrum antibiotic treatment 
(Figure 1B). Because of clinical and radiological picture arousing 
oncology vigilance, an ultrasound-guided lung biopsy was per-
formed. Afterward, the bronchoaspirate was taken for micro-

biological examination, with no neoplastic tissue in a pathology 
test. However, colonies of microorganisms morphologically cor-
responding to actinomyces were found within purulent masses, 
with sulfur particles (Figures 2A, 2B and 2C), with positive gram 
stain, GMS, and PAS. Treatment was initiated with penicillin G 
at a dose of 720 units/day for 2 months. During the initial intra-
venous antibiotic treatment, cough and sputum subsided, and 
the well-being of the patient has been significantly improved. 
According to chest CT reexamined in outpatient, there was a 
reduction in the partial consolidation of right lung, as well as a 
significant reduction in the enveloped pleural effusion on right. 
Then, the patient was switched to penicillin G on an outpatient 
basis for 6 months. And about 2 months of treatment later, CT 
scan showed that the lesion in the right lung was significantly 
reduced, and the lesion was largely absorbed after 1 year (Fig-
ures 1C and 1D).

Abstract

Pulmonary actinomycosis is a rare chronic purulent granulomatous 
disease, which can be easily misdiagnosed as lung cancer, tuberculo-
sis, and other diseases. However, diagnosis relies on histopathological 
evidence, and early diagnosis is conducive to the patient’s recovery. In 
this study, a case of a 70-year-old man with a soft tissue density mass 
at the right lower lung was studied, with initial chest CT suggesting 
lung cancer, pulmonary actinomycosis was confirmed by subsequent 
pathological biopsy of lung tissues eventually. The patient responded 
well to antibiotics treatment. This paper is to explore the clinical char-
acteristics of the disease, providing insight into the disease, and its di-
agnosis and treatment.
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Figure 1: (A) Chest CT showing lung consolidation in the lower part of right hilus; (B) Both lung lesions 
progressed on review of the chest CT; (C) Chest CT showing a significant reduction in the right lung le-
sion after about 2 months of treatment; (D) Chest CT showing the lesion largely absorbed after 1 year.

Figure 2: A Pathology test showing the right lower lung lesion examined for necrotic material with 
bacterial masses and what appeared to be “sulfur particles”, numerous neutrophil exudates and foci of 
epithelioid cells, acid-fast staining(-), Gram(+), GMS(+), and PAS(+).

Discussion

Pulmonary actinomycosis is a rare chronic purulent granu-
lomatous disease triggered by actinomycetes, which is more 
prevalent in middle-aged and young people, with common 
symptoms, such as cough, sputum, fever, and hemoptysis, 
but no typical clinical symptoms. The disease can induce the 
local formation of a purulent fistula, which may discharge pus 
containing “sulfur particles” as a typical manifestation of the 
disease. However, it is not a specific manifestation [1]. Mas-
querading as lung cancer, tuberculosis, and other diseases [2]. 
Actinomycetes are anaerobic or micro-aerobic gram-positive 
bacteria that are branched, acid-resistant, with fungal proper-
ties. Known as actinomycetes because of their radial arrange-
ment of hyphae, they are generally colonized in healthy people, 
such as oral, digestive tract, reproductive tract, and other parts 
[3]. Diabetes, alcoholism, oral problems, and respiratory diseas-
es are risk factors for this disease [4]. In this case, the patient 
studied had poor oral hygiene as he was a smoker with alcohol 
drinking. Thus, the cause of the disease could be attributed to 
the obstruction of lung mass, resulting in the formation of a lo-
cal hypoxic environment. In patients with bacterial infections, 
bacterial inflammation may trigger hypoxic environments that 
favor the growth of actinomyces.

At present, the main long-term treatment of actinomycosis 
was high dose intravenous injection of penicillin. And, although 
treatment varies from person to person, in general, 18-24 mil-
lion units of penicillin are administered daily for 2-6 weeks, with 
oral penicillin (or amoxicillin) for 6-12 months [5]. For people 
allergic to penicillin, tetracycline and erythromycin can be used 
as an alternative treatment. 

Conclusion

To sum up, pulmonary actinomycosis is relatively rare in 
clinical practice. For patients with history of smoking, poor oral 
hygiene, diabetes, and other chronic basic diseases, imaging 
examination suggests the presence of pulmonary consolida-
tion or space-occupying lesions, and attention should be paid 
to the differential diagnosis of pulmonary actinomycosis. At the 
same time, the diagnosis of pulmonary actinomycosis requires 
pathological examination, and bronchoscopic biopsy and percu-
taneous lung puncture biopsy are the preferred treatment op-
tions [6]. Currently, new-generation metagenomic sequencing 
(MNGS) is a new molecular technology, which is highly sensi-
tive and independent of culture, to assist the accurate diagnosis 
of this disease [7]. Early diagnosis, as well as early and correct 
treatment, can reduce mortality rate and teratogenic rate of the 
disease [8].
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